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About This Game

The Bottom of the Well
A visual novel where Alice steps into a different kind of wonderland.

In The Bottom of the Well, you play as Alice who has just had an unsettingly life-like dream about the end of the world. She
retells her experience to her friend in a huge, branching narrative. Although a single play-through might take as little as 20

minutes, experiencing all the possible paths Alice can take through the ruins of her city will take you many hours.

The game is intended to be replayed several times with different permutations of Alice: try playing as a survival-minded lone-
wolf, or a social butterfly, or why not attempt the difficult but rewarding romantic route? The stats you select for your Alice in

the beginning of the game influences everything from small comments to major choices.

This is an updated, reworked and improved version of my entry to the WAG (Write A Game) Challenge arranged by IGDA's
Game Writing SIG, where it placed first in the amateur category. The jury had this to say:

- WINNER: THE BOTTOM OF THE WELL
The Bottom of The Well delivers an entertaining, branched story with interesting options. Alice's dream is genuinely terrifying.

The conversations feel natural and appropriate. Players can randomize their character stats, but still negotiate the game with
deliberate and meaningful choices. The final game stats give The Bottom of the Well immense replay value. One judge played

the game several times to find the "best" ending!
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It's not Sigma Team's best foray into gaming, but it's decent for a push defense game. The game isn't particularly challenging;
most of the difficulty is dependent on how patient you are. Prepare for quite a bit of grinding if you want to make the basic
units powerful enough to survive the last few levels. If you're all about push defense this game is for you, otherwise it'd be wise
to pass.. Damnation is a complete piece of bull-crap and I regret getting it, but it\u2019s now time for a story.

Damnation is set on an alternate version of planet Earth, in the early part of the 20th century after the American Civil War,
which had spanned over several decades, where steam engines replace combustion engines.

Both sides of the war fall and aloud Prescott an evil man who sold weapons to both sides. He was able to take over and went
away with both the Union and Confederacy and turned the United States of America into a country called the American
Empire\/or the new America, but there are people still fighting, fighting him.

That\u2019s where you come in you play as Rourke a freedom fighter who not only wants to kill Prescott, but to find his
beloved Dayden who disappeared. Now it\u2019s up to Rourke and the other freedom fighters to kill Prescott and save United
States.

Okay before I get into the bad let\u2019s talk about the good first. I liked the idea for the game, like the alternate History and
the steampunk. The vehicles we can see are cool looking. The landscapes were nice to look at.  I liked the
horrifying\/Frankenstein look when Dayden showed herself.

Now for the bad, first to start with is the A.I. Holy crap was the A.I bad not just for the enemies but your
companion\/companions too, well you see as you play the game a companion comes with you and helps you out by killing the
enemies.

But because the bad A.I your companion runs right into the line of fire, or they will just sit at the beginning of a level or part of
a level and do nothing, making you have to fight the enemies alone. Or the A.I runs around all crazy.

Or you could be trying to be sneaky and snipe some enemies only for companion to attack, or sometimes the attacks won\u2019t
even hit an enemy, or they can attack an enemy that is above them only for the attack to hit the rough or the railing where the
enemy.

Then there is the enemy A.I some of them won\u2019t attack you or they will run around like crazy.

Now for the story, the story for the most part it\u2019s a mass. First you have this guy in some cave who starts telling the story
and you can kind of see\/guess what happens, but for the most part its bare bones. Like why are we fighting these guys and who
are they?

And there is this one cutseen where Prescott the badguy is taking to the professor about how professor and Prescott dad had
given him everything and how he improved on it and that\u2019s it we don\u2019t find a lot about Prescott dad and professor.
And there is the stuff with the professor and his daughter but that does not go anywhere that much as well.

Then there are the characters a lot of them are ether jackasses or idiots or both sometimes. Like with stupid bickering fights
between them.

Or like in one part of the game where are heroes find this big weapon and that it\u2019s about to attack a city called Terra
Verte, and instead of trying to stop it Rourke and Yakecan go after Commander Selina and her bodyguard even those Ramon
the son of the governor of Terra Verte says saving Terra Verte more important but Rourke asks where was Terra Verte at
Arrowtree when they needed them and saying he will help Terra Verte after he finds his beloved Dayden.

Like what \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I know finding Dayden is important to Rourke but stopping a
big\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665weapon from killing a bunch of innocent people is more important.

Then there is description of the game it\u2019s for part a lie like it says \u201cA full-range of unique vehicles from wall-riding
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motorbikes to armour piercing mobile artillery provide high-octane thrills\u201d

There are two motorbikes you can use and a big turret but there is no reason to use it till one. One part of a level but that\u2019s
about it.

Then there is this \u201cIntelligent enemies will give chase and engage players in frantic gun fights and attacks that can come
from any direction\u201d I already explained on that.

The game all so has some bugs in it. The voice acting can be a good bit wooden normally I don\u2019t mind that but it could
have been better. All so don\u2019t use a controller for this it does not work all in combat.

Then there is a part where you are given magic site to see enemies but sometimes it does not work, you can all so use it to save a
save a downed companion but that\u2019s it you are not given any other magic. All so game could have used more cool looking
enemies. The final boss sucked so hard.

So with that said this game is such a disappointment, it\u2019s like the game developers just
half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665all of it for gameplay, story, the steampunk, the A.I, the enemies, pretty
much everything.

So I can\u2019t really recommended this game even if it was on sale, so if you\u2019re looking for a kickass fun steampunk
game this is sooooo not for you.. Frustratingly complex.. i love how simple and challenging it is. Buy it while its on sale its a
really good way to pass time. if you're a gamer like me who owns just about all the great games and still has nothing to play. Buy
this game!! play this game!!!. Good game simple advanced form of " Risk"type strategy. Hitting first gives advantage etc so
encourages aggressive play right from start.

To Devs if they still working on this.

 AI needs work charges an artillery unit towards 3 heavy tanks..... bad plan.

 AI units dont seem to want to take neutral cities for their own benifit.

I suppose good AI is hard to do but if the AI was better I would be happier as I have no friends.

Unit skill advancement be good Veteran units in war are what wins them.

Terrain defense bonus be good not sure if that is in game.

There probably endless things that could make the game better but the simplicity of the game is good as it stands and im sure
you know all this already any way.. While I like this game, there was a point where my choice didn't seem to matter. In chapter
6 I chose to be an ambassador, yet the next page, the start of chapter 7, skipped straight into "The beginning of the war..." as if
I'd said to just go to war. I'm not sure if that's intentional or a mistake in the game, but I recommend this game regardless.. It
was difficult at times but I really enjoyed having to adapt to some challenges where I had to change tactics, making it feel very
rewarding. There are 2 epic relics you get from the ultra challenges which I only use now because they give really good effects
to you and all your allies.. English update is out. Story seems to be fully translated, along with menus options, etc. However,
spell card names are still untranslated, as well as the titles of each BGM track. A. Fun game, a little like Space Rangers with a
little star control 2 mixed in.
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MY FAVORITE GAME, I REALLY ANJOYED THE 2065 HOURS SPENT ON THE GAME. IT WAS CLEARLY WORTH
IT.
THE BEST GAME I EVER PLAYED AT.. Hell yeah! As awesome as I remember it. Fly down looping tubes and shoot bugs.
Great soundtrack. There are a lot more special subweapons than I remember and the scoring system is absolutely clever. It
rewards passing enemies in the tube and letting them swap colors and power up and then chaining together enemy kills that
share colors. unlike most shooters your score is actually used for something. After each level you use the credits you have
accumulated to buy screen clearing bombs or more points, which is like buying more lives. So there is a tension between how
much do you think you are going to want to sweep the screen and how much you think you are going to die. There are a lot of
little bonuses in each level that can only be earned with specific methods, shooting things in certain orders etc.

The only negative thing I can say about it is the draw distance is abysmally short. This is usually hidden by the bending in the
tubes so enemies can creep right up on you. But that is a function of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 ps1 hardware
the original developers had to work with and it doesn't detract from the game too much.. Being a huge Avenged Sevenfold fan, I
never expected them down the road to make such an amazing video game. I'm not a huge fan of games like these, but this one
makes a huge exception. I love the music in the game, I love the gameplay, the graphics aren't like 100% modern day, but I
think they go very well with the game. The storyline is very awesome. I also got really excited when I saw the original late
drummer Jimmy "The Rev" Sullivan was implemented into the game, and its just awesome!!! I'm not fully done with the game
yet, but I can't wait to see what else is in store. If you're not a fan of A7X, at least give the game a shot. The game itself is
definitely worth it!!!!!. This is Life is Strange.
Not Life-Is-Full-Of-Forced-Political-Correctness-and-Forced-Cultural-Diversity-and-teen-angst.

Y'all just throwing together some cliche adventure theme with little to no creativity there.

I rarely give bad reviews. But this one has my full disapproval because of the rampant political and cultural commentary.
. It was easy............. In the rugged, frontier days days of the Internet 1.0 waaaaaay back in the late 90s, one game was widely
recognized in middle school computer labs across the country: Space Penguin. It was a quaint, plucky game with the simple goal
of launching a penguin via slingshot into a black hole, assisted by planetary gravity along the way. My nostalgai had me thirst for
a new Space Penguin for the modern age, and that's when I found Luna's Wandering Stars.

While the first world, Mercury, gave me the Space Penguin slingshotting I missed, I then learned with Venus that LWS is
actually 9 games in one. Each planet (Yes, including Pluto) brings a new mechanic that manipulates you (the moon) in different
ways. From Saturn's power to shrik and grow your mass at will, or Mars letting you shoot at obsticles, players are bound to find
a favorite section of the game that will win them over. Come for the inadvertant planetary descrution, stay for the addicting
quest to collect all the golden asteroids.. Honestly, I am very impressed with this game. It's a sort of Unturned meets DayZ, but
with in-game server hosting. I am throughly impressed with how refined this game is, the map is a good size, maybe a little
small, i would like to see more diverse biomes. The zombies themselves are difficult to fight, (I freaking hate stalkers) and it's
so rewarding to shotgun 10 or so of the freaks down. A diverse amount of weapons, the bow being one of the best- for some
reason. Ammo is a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to find, so you can make ammo. My only complaints are the bleeding
mechanic, in that the only way to stop bleeding is with a bandage and you can't make bandages, except to farm people who just
spawned. Travel is difficult, the only way to do so is to sprint- of which you have an unlimited amount of- but can still make
traveling caravans have trouble trading. Vehicles would change this, and I'm not asking for tanks or APC's, something small,
like a bicycle, quad, motorbike, maybe a golf cart at the most, but I don't want big cars driving around, running me over. Loot
respawn, OH MY GOD I've starved to death so many times after me and my friends have looted everything, deer are hard to
find, and farms aren't self sustaining- in that you plant the seeds, get one carrot or tomato but no seeds and no way to turn
vegetables into seeds. Boats or rafts would be awesome. Maybe a partner system that would make it easier to find each other
and maybe disable friendly fire on these partners. Otherwise the game is great, maybe a little bit overpriced, but fun
nonetheless. I realize the game is early access, and not finished, I'm really looking forward to up-coming updates\/patches, so I
can continue to turn more Austrailians into my personal slaves

(Edit) Better farming- crafting 2 seeds from one vegetable\/culinary vegetable (tomato is a berry) thanks devs for the update
BTW. This is a mobile ported retro pixel simplistic rhythm/defense game where you push some buttons to kill attackers
climbing your tower.

There's so much wrong with this it's giving me a headache just thinking about it. Convoluted controls that can't be remapped, no
high resolution support, lazy retro pixel graphics (hire an artist, you incompetent buffoons), mobile ported mobile gameplay.
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Nobody should play this, ever. It wasn't even that successful on iOS. What's it doing on Steam? iPhone games don't belong on
PC.. Quell is the most interesting puzzle game you've never heard of. It's beautiful and clever, and Steven Cravis's soundtracks
are always fantastic. The series is four in and it has yet to have a weak link in its lineup.. nocie big things in this game. very
nocie.
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